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nomiddlename303 has made the following comment(s) regarding their post:
[GMBinder link](https://www.gmbinder.com/share/-Ml...
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Nhobdy 181 points 28 days ago

I've always been kinda surprised that this wasn't a thing in the original rogue class.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] DeLoxley 123 points 28 days ago

Martial classes need more to do in combat than just hit Attack and occasionally
Shove

Reddit Post
A subreddit
forSnapshot
D&D 5e homebrew. Fun and smart
additions to the game, the friendly Discord of Many
Things, and thousands of past submissions to search.
r/UnearthedArcana aims to be a catalogue of homebrew
rules for the fifth edition of Dungeons & Dragons (D&D
5e), including weapons, monsters, races, subclasses &
classes, adventures, etc.
We want this to be the place where a DM can go just
before playing and find something that will be useful.

Rules
1. Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of
other users. Be constructive in how you give and
take feedback. This can only lead to a better
community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t
give rude, belittling feedback, and don't use
harmful words.

[–] JustForThisAITA 56 points 28 days ago

Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world
hate/violence, or other inappropriate themes will
be removed.

That's been one of my biggest complaints coming to 5e from 4e. Classes are
just so boring to play and run for, and combat is usually just a slog.

Please report any violations to the moderation
team. Repeat or extreme offenders will be
banned.

permalink embed save parent report give award reply

permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DeLoxley 64 points 28 days ago

We don't need a dozen 'not a spell' options either, just a half dozen moves
to feint or trip like in a real swordfight
I've been working on a rough homebrew of six swings that replace an
attack, target one of the six stats to save, and impose a penalty so you
don't have to take Battlemaster
Battlemaster is good, but it's so ubiquitous that Tasha even had a chapter
on 'how to make a dozen archetypes with Battlemaster'
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] billytheid 2 points 27 days ago
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For help with not-yet-complete content, use The
Arcana Forge post at the top of the subreddit or
the official Discord. Certain content can be
posted with only the earlier stages completed as
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3. Use Clear and Searchable Titles. Users need
to be able to easily browse and search for
content. Give your post a title that clearly
communicates what's inside it. Include the name
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Take a look at martial skills from Pathfinder 2E
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[+] JustForThisAITA comment score below threshold (13 children)
[–] mugwunp 1 point 27 days ago

Monks are good when ambush but everywhere else it’s sucks
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] goblinboi123 1 point 27 days ago

A great solution I've found is beyond damage dice from Kobold press. It
basically adds a ton of extra martial abilities that are associated with
various weapons. Here's an example https://koboldpress.com/beyonddamage-dice-swords/
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Souperplex 5 points 27 days ago

They had that in the playtest. It was walked back to appeal to two crowds: The
"Anything like 4E is bad" crowd, and the "Some players who don't want any
complexity, so they just run up and attack" crowd. It's why playtest Fighter had
maneuvers as a core part, but printed Fighter had them as a subclass.
I'd argue that we could keep Barbarian as the "Baby-simple" option and let
other classes have maneuvers.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ArelMCII 6 points 27 days ago

They had that in the playtest. It was walked back to appeal to two
crowds: The "Anything like 4E is bad" crowd, and the "Some players
who don't want any complexity, so they just run up and attack" crowd.
It's why playtest Fighter had maneuvers as a core part, but printed
Fighter had them as a subclass.
That's a little cut-and-dry. Martial/expertise dice and maneuvers went
through a ton of variations throughout the playtest packets, at times
becoming mechanics for multiple classes and even expanding to be used
for things other than combat. Maneuvers as a subclass mechanic only
came about in playtest packet 9. That's hardly "we're cutting this because
testers say 4E and complexity are bad."
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See r/UnearthedArcana/wiki/titles for details on
what makes a title bad or good.
4. Apply the Appropriate Flair to Your
Submission. When you submit a post, apply a
flair to it to categorize what type of homebrew
you’ve made. See our wiki page for details on
what each flair type covers, how to choose a
flair, and why we have this rule.
5. Cite All Content and Art. Any content (text,
images, etc.) used must be cited. Look at
r/UnearthedArcana/wiki/art to learn why and
how. The citation must appear in any image in
your post and any link/document. It must include
the original creator’s name or the name of the
copyright holder (e.g., SEGA for Sonic). Citing
only the host, such as Pinterest, isn’t sufficient.
Even content under public domain or that you
made yourself must be cited, since the
moderators can't otherwise know the source in
advance.
6. Keep It Free and Easily Accessible. Content
you post or comment must be free and easy to
access. If you link to an external website to
share your brew, it can’t be hidden behind a
cumbersome interface or series of pages. Paywhat-you-want is allowed as long as '0' is an
option. If your link requires logging in and/or
navigating a store, you must provide a preview
that meets all subreddit rules (including being
complete and ready-to-use).
Suspicious or shortened links (don't use link
shorteners) will be removed.
7. Don’t Flood the Subreddit With Brews. Don’t
Flood the Subreddit With Brews. To help keep
the subreddit fresh and organized, please note
that after you make a post: [1] you must wait 24
hours before you do so again, [2] you must wait
4 days before making a post that uses the same
flair as that post, and [3] if you want to post an
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Also, couldn't find a point in any of the packets where rogues could
explicitly trade sneak attack dice for extra effects, though I might have
missed it. There was a point where rogues had maneuvers, which
included Sneak Attack, but those were fueled by expertise dice.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DeLoxley 3 points 27 days ago

Damn I personally would have loved that, I know 5E is engineered to
be more straightforward but I really hope the whole 5.5/6E thing does
add a bit more complexity like these, but I really doubt it
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] xxPeso-Gamerxx 1 point 27 days ago

That's why I like monks and battle masters
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ColdBrewedPanacea 10 points 28 days ago

it was one of my favourite parts of pf1e rogues when i still played that system,
used to be able to lower peoples con and/or strength scores with sneak attacks.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] srwaddict 9 points 28 days ago

rogue in 4e was the martial class with the most frequent, low level access to
powerful status effects, like blinding barrage being an aoe blind at level 1,
knockout being a full-on incapacitate, and more besides all before lvl 10. it just
made sense that the class with the penchant for fighting dirty would have access to
abilities like that, and this post is a cool example of how to port that feel to 5e
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
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[–] VercarR 16 points 28 days ago

That is something that PF2 seems to do much better

Related Subreddits

permalink embed save parent report give award reply

created by Cirrus5

[–] razerzej 3 points 28 days ago

MODERATORS

I tried something similar with "Roguish Stunts" a year or so ago, in an effort to giver
rogues some variety beyond "hide, sneak attack crossbow, bonus action hide." I
never released an official revision after the first, but I think the idea (much like the
OP's presented here) has merit.
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https://www.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/ep70hj/roguish_stunts_beyo
nd_hide_shoot_repeat_v01/
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ArelMCII 2 points 27 days ago

Especially given all the feats that did this during 3.5.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] nomiddlename303
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[S] 76 points 28 days ago

GMBinder link
I always thought rogues in combat were a bit one-note, so I took some inspiration from
Pathfinder 2e's Debilitating Strike feature and created some maneuver-style effects
they can apply on their enemies. My goal with the debilitations were to make them
situational, and not something you'd always want to use. Since these can be used an
unlimited number of times, I tried not to go too crazy with their effects, but I'm sure
there's some unintended combo to be exploited, so balance feedback is appreciated!
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] TragGaming 17 points 28 days ago

Theres almost no reason not to use the Open wound feature on basically
everything thats valid for Sneak attack. Id say spend 2 for 1d6 on each of its turns
personally.
Other than that they're great!
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Rashizar 12 points 28 days ago

Assuming you mean bleed out, that’s not true. Immediate damage is premium,
and anything that has access to healing or a minion to patch them up with an
action is a poor target for open wound. You also wouldn’t use it if you crit (you
can choose to debilitate after knowing if you crit or not) or against any target
resist/immune to necrotic (which is common). It’s situationally good
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] TragGaming 12 points 28 days ago

Its at the start of a creatures next turn and either way it is eating an action,
the damage will probably end up popping up anyways.
Resistance and immunity to necrotic isnt nearly as common as you'd think.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
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[–] Rashizar 7 points 28 days ago

Yes, start of turn means target could still kill someone or counter a
spell with a reaction, whereas immediate damage could knock them
out and prevent that.
Healing does not necessarily eat an action, regeneration and similar
things exist
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It entirely depends on the campaign and what types of enemies you
are running, but yes it is quite common actually.
Im certainly not saying it’s bad, but it’s far from an autopick, esp w the
other options available.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] TragGaming 10 points 27 days ago*

Only forms of regeneration are at the end of an opponents turn, or
a regeneration that can be shut off by taking a specific damage
type. Very few things have the old "fast healing" from older
editions.
If it eats ANY action, its good. Whether its a Reaction, a
Legendary Action, or a Standard Action.
Its saveless and requires some sort of action to prevent, which as
written, you would have to sacrifice some sort of resource (note
the number of things that actually have healing is extremely low)
And no, if you look at the number of creatures, necrotic resistance
is not that common.
Edit: Of the 2076 Official published creatures, 103 creatures have
necrotic resistance, nearly all of which (bar the Topaz dragon line,
and some celestials) are Undead, or multiple creatures in a line of
creatures (Vampire line, Dracolich Line, or Topaz Dragon Line)
which Bleed would likely not apply.
76 of which are Immune to it.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] dboxcar 32 points 28 days ago

In general; very cool!
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I think Concuss is waayyy too good. I would never not use it over 3d6 or any other one.
Denying action economy is just crazy powerful.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] After-Ad3499 7 points 28 days ago

It's the same as Tasha's Mind Whip. Except it's an 11 level ability
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permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ZTD09 13 points 28 days ago

To be fair, there’s a strong argument that Tasha’s Mind Whip is also
undercosted.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] After-Ad3499 5 points 28 days ago

Yeah I totally agree
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] dboxcar 6 points 28 days ago

Okay? If it paralyzed humanoids for 1 minute or until they saved / the rogue
broken concentration, I would also say it was too powerful.
Just because there are spells that are arguably too powerful doesn't mean we
should replicate their effects on an at-will martial feature.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ihileath 67 points 28 days ago

This is a good idea. Arguably it treads on the toes of the battle master fighter to have
this versatility without the cost of a subclass selection, but at the same time fighter
should really have had something like this as part of their base kit instead of it being a
subclass thing in the first place.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Chloeotici 37 points 28 days ago

I pretty much agree, especially with all fighters using combat manoeuvres. I will
say though that these options sacrifice damage for a debuff, a battlemaster often
adds their manoeuvre die to the damage.
I think this does a good job of fulfilling the rogue’s role as a utility martial character,
leaving the battlemaster in it’s own niche as a high damage martial with
tactical/utility options.
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qq1cv8/rogue_optional_feature_debilitate_spend_your/
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permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ihileath 10 points 28 days ago

Yeah that’s a well thought out answer. Good stuff.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
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[–] smits017 5 points 27 days ago

In the playtest, fighter did have this kinda stuff. Unfortunately people who gave
playtest feedback whined about the fighter being complicated, so they made it the
tutorial class instead.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ihileath 3 points 27 days ago

Boooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Rhythilin 20 points 28 days ago

Should sweep the leg be limited to a specific size of a creature? So like you should be
allowed to use sweep the leg on either a medium size or a a creature one size up?
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] razerzej 13 points 28 days ago

Definitely should be limited to a creature that the rogue can grapple, and probably
only creatures that are walking. As matters stand, a halfling rogue with 20 DEX
and a fly speed stands a pretty good chance of "sweeping" an ancient red dragon
out of the sky.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] nomiddlename303

[S] 9 points 27 days ago

That's an oversight, yes. I'll probably limit it to Large or smaller creatures, like the
Tripping Attack maneuver.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Tabletop_Goblins 2 points 27 days ago

Halfling rogue dropping a giant is really funny though
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Ars-Tomato 16 points 28 days ago

Several of these are really strong or cost way too few dice, tbh my rogue would never
do damage again if I had these.
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] vonBoomslang 12 points 28 days ago

I find it fascinating and reassuring quite a few of these match my (abandoned) Ronin's
Dishonorable Maneuvers - good to know I'm not the onl one with that idea!
permalink embed save report give award reply
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[–] RegalGoat 10 points 28 days ago

I absolutely love this design, it really brings a lot to spice up the otherwise dull Rogue
and plays with some super interesting mechanics.
Balancing-wise, I think Silencing Strike is available too early for how powerful it is, and
it comes at too cheap a cost. I'd also advise combining Concuss and Dazing Blow, as
they seem a little redundant with each other. I've also had some concerns raised by
people I've shown this to over the infinite nature of these Debilitations, so perhaps
including a variant rule for a limited number per short or long rest would be a way of
placating such people?
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] No-Permission-4671 9 points 28 days ago

1.) I can understand that concern, but tbh it’s kinda the point? You’re sacrificing
damage to debilitate, it thematically doesn’t make sense to have to recollect this
over the course of any sort of rest. The limit of 1 debilitation per attack seems
plenty limiting, especially since Sneak attack can only be used 1 time per turn,
unless you get a opportunity attack.
2.) Silence is a 2nd level spell that gives no save and achieves the same effect for
10x the duration, affecting every creature in that area. This not only supplies save
and sacrifices damage, but lasts for a very short timeframe in comparison. It’s
strong because of implications, but doesn’t need to be nerfed.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] NotMyBestMistake 4 points 27 days ago

Silence also requires an action, concentration, and does basically nothing
unless there is something else keeping the intended target from just casually
leaving the affected area at little cost. Theres a reason its generally not seen
as a powerful anti-caster spell, and its because its so situational.
There should 100% be a higher cost to shutting down a spellcaster for a turn
than dealing 1d6 less damage. All you really need to do is increase the
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qq1cv8/rogue_optional_feature_debilitate_spend_your/
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number of sacrificed die for more powerful effects. It cleanly locks more
powerful abilities behind higher levels and makes it an actual decision.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] No-Permission-4671 1 point 27 days ago

I honestly feel like I just come from the bias of someone who plays a ton
and sees these spells get common use out of them. The amount of times
our martial has bum rushed and grappled a bothersome enemy
spellcaster, who proceeded to get slapped with silence and seamlessly get
ganked has put the utilities up there.
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The main things that matter in this conundrum as far as the example you
have given are in reference to 2 unique situations, the first being them
leaving the threatened area and the second being concentration (as both
of these effectively take up your action as you only get 1 debilitation per
turn). Both of which I’ve kinda explained my stance on, as there are plenty
of reliable instantaneous damaging spells to assist in jumping on said
grappled and silenced caster.
I’d increase it to 2, again in reference to silence, but not much higher.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] NotMyBestMistake 1 point 27 days ago

If it requires specific coordination with another party member to be in
any way effective I feel like that needs to be taken into heavy
consideration when comparing it to an ability you can just do on your
own.
Silence completely fails if you dont have an ally holding the enemy in
place, which means you wasted a spellslot and your action on very
little. Whereas here, the ability fails if they make their save, but it
comes at the tiny cost of 1d6 damage. You still got to attack, you still
dealt damage, and you have used no resources.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] No-Permission-4671 1 point 27 days ago

The target has two layers, sneak attack needs to be applicable so
you need to find that moment and THEN you need to hit which
then causes the save.
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To be blunt, silence inherently shows you that set up is required to
make it useful. It’s not like you don’t have the understanding most
creatures have 30+ ft of movement, so you’re not going to just
cast silence and be confused and sad when your spellslot is
wasted, but even assuming you did - you can still coordinate for
the next 10 rounds to ensure that it could turn up right later. Not to
mention it can stay up while you blast other instantaneous spells,
meaning you’ve effectively just created a 20ft deadzone for that
spellcaster.
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let’s not even get into the natural conversation of this equally
being a situational thing - the circumstances in which you’ll face a
enemy spellcaster in general and at that who’s threatening
enough to make you want to silence them and they have no
fallback abilities is rare in and of itself.
You got to attack, and used your immediate resource. Yes it’s
convenient that you don’t have to rest to get it back, but the
caveat is that you effectively need to fall under sneak rules every
single time which has Plenty of moments where it’s not possible,
and at that lower your total damage, which is extremely
detrimental at times in lower levels considering you’ll only have 3
SA dice on average during a typical game that rides for awhile,
maybe highball to 5. Snatching 3 and 5 out of them for a save
they, on average, will make is just wonky to me.
Like I said, I’d make the dice buy 2 and call it a day.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DeLoxley 31 points 28 days ago

You didn't have to make ones for the subclasses, but you did and that's phenomenal
foresights, 10/10
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Brites_Krieg 10 points 28 days ago

I absolutely love the concept of having maneuvers on sneak attack.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] RSquared 23 points 28 days ago
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This is a ton of good stuff, and I almost like it better than my solution of trading sneak
attack dice for a maneuver feat at level up in my Martial Prowess rework.
Bleed Out just moves your 2d6 to their turn and generates a threat; this might be
a little too good. For table speed reasons, I also don't like rolling dice on other
creatures' turns, so I would make this a flat 5. Less than the average of a 2d6,
but as mentioned, generates threat and ongoing damage.
Dazing Blow is probably too good regardless of dice cost, because there are
very few saving throw penalties (fuck you eloquence bard, you balance-fucking
bastard) and they tend to be very expensive. Staggering feels better to me
because it has a save attached.
Sabotage Defenses is an early Dazing, with more limits, and I'm not a fan of that
design.
Persistent Wound should reduce hit point maximum, which seems to be the 5E
design convention for what you're describing.
Mark for Death is very swingy, could be useless, could generate a ton of extra
damage in a solo fight. Maybe making it 1 die to increase critical threshold (e.g.
20->19) until the creature takes a critical hit.
I say it about a lot of homebrew, but generating poison from nowhere is weird.
<28 damage is kinda low for Killing Stroke, at that point they're half a turn from
death anyway from a L17 character. I'd be more inclined towards something like
my coup de grace action - Con save against an incapacitated enemy.
Deduce is fantastic. Just super. More subclasses should get things like this.
Probe Thoughts just gets you a lot of "ouch that hurt!" though :P
Expose should probably include your allies, since it has the same problem as
branding smite: you have to hit the invisible enemy to make it visible.
Create Vulnerability has similar problem to Mark for Death, and it's not clear
what's included in "base damage" (not a 5E term) - does it include a
flametongue's 2d6? I'd rework this.
Paranoia is super strong, imagine getting a giant's 30+ damage as a bonus to
your attack. I'm not sure this one is fixable, for the same reason Crown of
Madness is such a mess of a spell.
Necrosis is boring, a simple damage increase gamble. I'm starting to see a
pattern with my thoughts on the L7s, or maybe I feel like you're pushing too hard
to get four options for every subclass.
Tracking Strike has to last longer, like an hour. DO IT YOU COWARD, make the
ranger even more useless. :)
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qq1cv8/rogue_optional_feature_debilitate_spend_your/
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I don't hate Distract, though -3AC is a lot.
Outmaneuver mucks with Initiative, which is a problem. If it's already gone this
turn, does it gain a turn (exploitable AF for hitting allies) or lose even more
initiative time. The only time I'm willing to muck with initiative is with a creature
that hasn't acted yet in combat, which is in the very next maneuver!
Plant Delusion sounds like a druid/illusionist multiclass. Either way too powerful
or useless, depending on DM.
I get Rend Soul, but 1) it takes too long to debilitate 2) it ruins sorcerers but not
wizards 3) 5E really doesn't do ability score damage.
3 dice is expensive for Counter, especially when rogues already have Uncanny
Dodge.
Swipe is in addition to the Thief BA Sleight of Hand use? Ruin a mage's day with
two shots at stealing his pouch
Lightning Hands is very dependent on magic items, especially with UMD. This +
staff of the magi... *
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] rebelmime 6 points 27 days ago

Your write up was great and helped me figure out a few things for using some of
these in my game.
I also despise Eloquence bards. Have one in my game right now. He made it so a
miniboss couldn't save against Suggestion even with a nat 20 and then politely told
it to go back home before it even got a turn.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] aabrock 2 points 27 days ago

I have been following your martial prowess doc for some time now and I love it.
The one gripe I have had with it is how high the opportunity cost of getting
maneuvers is for classes without stances, esp. the Rogue. Incorporating a system
like this would where you can sacrifice dice to use a maneuver would be amazing.
I would just use both systems in tandem, but I will need to review them further to
see if their are any potentially weird interactions.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] RSquared 1 point 27 days ago

Thing about the rogue, for me, is that they get one extra ASI for feats at 10th.
With my modifications to the fighting style and maneuver feats (and this is
clunky, I admit), the rogue can spend an early ASI to get +1 Dex and the
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qq1cv8/rogue_optional_feature_debilitate_spend_your/
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Specialized Technique FS, in addition to the option to trade a SA die for two
maneuver dice.
Like I said, I really like this concept of trading SA dice for effects, but since it's
a 1/turn system rather than a dice/SR one, there's some places where I'm
quite comfortable with a maneuver that does an effect and not comfortable
with a debilitation with the same effect.
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permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] aabrock 1 point 27 days ago

Proves how good my reading comprehension is that I never realized your
Superior Technique feat is basically a half-feat. I thought you had to take it
on it's own, but of course you can gain it as a FS /Stance through your
version of Fighting Initiate. That makes the opportunity cost much better
for me, although I would still struggle to use the Barbarian or Rogue inbuilt
opportunities for Superior Technique.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] RSquared 1 point 27 days ago

Not to hijack a different brew discussion, but nah, that's my clunky
way of getting around writing Superior Technique separately as a feat
and feature (because I want to grant it via the FS and the
monk/rogue/barb alternate features). I don't like it for exactly that
reason - it looks like either an exploit to use the FS feat for maneuvers
or a trap to use the maneuver feat.
I actually think the barb one is pretty alright, if only because I have
more powerful maneuvers than +die damage in the list. If the trade
was rage damage for tripping attack, that's pretty bad, but slayer's
rampage lets you insta-kill a half-dozen mooks a turn...
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Maalunar 1 point 26 days ago

the rogue can spend an early ASI to get +1 Dex and the Specialized
Technique FS
Wait wait, it is an half feat? squint eyes at the document
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] RSquared 1 point 26 days ago
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God I really hate that design choice but it works well mechanically. I'm
going to start writing a faq on exploiting MP interactions like they're
Binding of Isaac artifacts. For instance, Fencing increases the die size
of your weapon, but Cleave turns it into a d4. Together I say make it a
d6.
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permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] CaptainMoonman 4 points 28 days ago

These are a great idea and one I"m likely to use! At a cursory glance, I might
recommend you increase the cost of Silencing Strike, since that's powerful enough to
shut down a spellcaster entirely for a full round.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Happy_goth_pirate 6 points 28 days ago

Do you get infinite of these? Or is the pool equal to the sneak attack dice pool per day?
If it's infinite, whilst I love the flavour, there's little incentive not to use them every single
turn right?
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] DLtheDM 9 points 28 days ago

It would be infinite as that's what sneak attack is. The rogue uses dice from their
sneak attack damage dice each turn to fuel the debilitations.
Rogues would only get these with a successful attack and even then only when
sneak attack would occur. And they are reducing their damage not a bad trade.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Raetian 4 points 28 days ago

one of the most common refrains in reddit’s D&D community is that rogues are
essentially balanced around the assumption that they will be getting Sneak
Attack every turn.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DLtheDM 8 points 28 days ago

yes, a rogue sould always strive to use SA each and every turn. Its what
keeps them on the same level with other martial classes within combat.
However the dice being what they are [chaos incarnate] they dont always
get to hit with their attack. Compairing a rogue using debilitations and a
Battle master fighter:
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A L20 Rogue (20 Dex) using a Rapier
Maximum of 1 attacks/turn +11 to hit
11 average damage (1d8+5) for single hit
51 average damage(1d8+5+10d6) with sneak attack, which requires
Advanatage [or "flank"], thus rolling the same amount of attacks as
the 4 attack fighter.
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To gain the debilitations the rogue would have to lessen this damage to to
impose a condition/effect.
A L20 Fighter (20 STR) using a Greatsword
Maximum of 4 attacks in a turn with a +11 to hit
13 average damage (2d6 + 5) for a single hit
52 average damage (8d6 + 20) with all 4 attacks hitting
The battle master can further increase this damage by 7 (1d12) by using a
maneuver while also imposing some condition/effect. And their over-all
chances of gaining a critical hit are twice that of the rogue's.
If a rogue doesnt get sneak attack they are no where near other martial
characters... so having the debilitations pull from sneak attack is pretty
balanced... not perfect, but it's damn close.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Pioneer1111 3 points 28 days ago

On each of their* turns. That is a key difference when you start seeing
rogues planning on getting opportunity attacks or other shenanigans to
allow attacks on another's turn.
Which also means to me that this would happen a LOT and would thus
likely be a very powerful ability to just throw in.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Halvo317 3 points 28 days ago

Needs more Discombobulate
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] haertofwinter 6 points 28 days ago

Really love this, and think they’re really well designed. But, I think the debilitations
should require a resource so they can’t be used indefinitely. Could possibly make it
proficiency bonus uses per short/long rest.
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] JonIsPatented 10 points 28 days ago

The resource is the damage you are giving up.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
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[–] ubiquinone2 0 points 27 days ago

1d6 for taking away its reaction it’s crazy
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] JonIsPatented 5 points 27 days ago*

1d6 for the chance to take away its reaction. It's a DC 13 or 14
Constitution saving throw, which is trivially easy to pass.
Edit: To expand on this, let's assume a monster at this level (3) has a +3 to
Con saves. That's gonna give roughly a 50% chance of success, whereas
your damage is guaranteed if you chose to deal damage, since you've
already hit the target if you're making this choice. To do some basic
scaling, let's say 1d6 = 50% lost reaction, so 2d6 = lost reaction. So since
it will, on average, take twice as many attempts as successes for this
feature, 2 lost dice, not 1, is the cost of this feature, over time. In most
cases, I know I'd rather take an extra 2d6 than denying a reaction, but it's
nice to have the flexibility to make this choice if the situation calls for it.
That, in my opinion, is the perfect benchmark of an interesting and wellmade feature.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ubiquinone2 0 points 27 days ago

Thing is, I agree partly, but you have to think of how this scale over
levels. The cost of this does not scale as what you get. Monsters iirc
never get more than one reaction (there’s probably some excpetion,
but as a general rule they don’t), but as hit points go higher, 1d6 (3,5
average damage) for 50% chance of getting it’s reaction, seems crazy
op imo.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] KertisJones 5 points 27 days ago

I think it’s most comparable to the Shocking Grasp cantrip, which
a wizard could also cast for free. The rogue will end up dealing
more damage than the wizard at higher levels, but it it requires an
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attack AND a save, rather than Shocking Grasp’s single attack. I
think letting the rogue access the rider effect of a cantrip is pretty
reasonable.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Vipertooth 2 points 27 days ago
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I believe multi-headed creatures like a Hydra have multiple
reactions.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DLtheDM 6 points 28 days ago

To use the debilitations you have to
a) hit a target with an attack you can use your sneak attack damage with, and
b) reduce the sneak attack damage you would deal by an amount of dice listed in
the debiliation's description.
It's a pretty decent resource. Yes the fighter's superiority dice have to be regained
after a rest, but fighters can use them whenever they like, in and out of combat,
and without requiring to hit the target if made with an attack. Rogues would only
get these with a successful attack and even then only when sneak attack would
occur.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Dragonwolf67 2 points 28 days ago

This is cool
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] AvtrSpirit 2 points 28 days ago

I especially love the subclasses ones. Makes me want to play an Inquisitive.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] WarforgedAarakocra 2 points 28 days ago

I love things that make alternative uses of class features.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Bast_2006 2 points 28 days ago

Bruh this could easily be a nice adding for the Assassin subclass then the flavorless
thing we have rn, a rogue that debilitates their target is what an assassin does
permalink embed save report give award reply
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[–] No-Permission-4671 5 points 28 days ago

Debilitating your target is what a Rogue does in general. The martial classes have
such a disparity with spellcasters it’s frustrating, this is SUCH a step in the right
direction.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
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[–] Bast_2006 1 point 28 days ago

Absolutely, but what i meant is that debilitating is an assassins speciality, and if
we had like, more of those to give a Battle Master kind of vibe the subclass
would be much better than it is
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] No-Permission-4671 2 points 27 days ago

They lowkey kinda have done that though with the subclass specific
debilitations, I would personally however change the assassin archetype
to specify the extra damage against creatures during combat that have not
seen you.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] MishaArsenyev 2 points 28 days ago

Some of these feel pretty stronk, but I like the assassin rogue ones to give them a little
more combat utility outside of a killer opening round. And putting coup de grace back in
is a great capstone for that subclass :D
And to clarify, for killing blow, is the intention that you apply reduced sneak attack and
then roll the 8d6 to check if the target dies?
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] razerzej 2 points 28 days ago*

A couple of notes at a glance:
Sweep the Leg is too much. It allows Small PCs to trip the Tarrasque with
surprising ease. I'd recommend limiting it to creatures that the rogue is capable
of grappling, and maybe not have it work on creatures that aren't walking.
Alternately (or also), it could be the target creature's choice of a Strength or
Dexterity save, making it similar to the design intent of the "shoving a creature
prone" mechanic.
Concuss should really be a CON save, from both a thematic and balance
standpoint.
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Ornn5005 2 points 27 days ago

I'm just amused by the "Probe thoughts" debilitate option for Mastermind, because i
imagine pretty much anyone you use it on will have roughly the same surface thought
of "FUCK I JUST GOT STABBED"
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] SmileDaemon 2 points 27 days ago

This brings back memories of 3.5e.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] flashbang8 2 points 27 days ago

I like this it is a cool idea as it adds more flavor and options to the rogue but (as
pointed out by other commenters) I think the wording of "bleed out" might need to be
change a little. for two reasons
1. It has no end, this effect could just keep doing auto damage turn after turn witch
is kind of broken for any ability. I understand that there are ways to end it but
they rely on healing powers or a good saving throw (also likely an action or a
bonus action to heal or save) and an enemy might have neither of those (no
healing and fails the saving throw many times or is to busy fighting to stop and
heal).
2. There is no limit to the number of times you can use it. A player could do a cray
amount of damage inflecting this on many enemies at once or multiple times on
one enemy.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] No-Permission-4671 1 point 27 days ago

1.)That’s kind of the point, no? If they can’t receive healing or make the check, that
just sucks for them. It’s similar to things that require greater restoration or remove
curse to end.
2.) I would just make that one only applicable once, or word it so that 1 successful
check or heal would end all instances.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] jomikko 1 point 24 days ago

Right but the rogue isn't actually expending any resources; they just turn
damage now into damage later (and more of it). It would be fine if it required a
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saving throw, and it also needs a no-stacking clause.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] VercarR 1 point 28 days ago

These look like a lot of very nice abilities, each with his niche and utility, i really like
them
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Sea_Ad2703 1 point 28 days ago

Player: Sweet! I can give my rogue utility! DM: I can't Kerri up with this crap, wth!
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Leviathan5757 1 point 28 days ago

These are great!
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] AtDjs 1 point 28 days ago

I love this! I still think rouges should have a disarm mechanic, with huge dexterity there
should be a easy way to disarm a foe
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] CommandoWolf 1 point 27 days ago

Staggering Strike and Bleed Out can probably trade places, honestly.
Staggering Strike requires a save against a common good stat for mostly less than
Dazing Blow (a tier below), because at least Dazing reduces Saves as well, plus
Rogues don't worry too much about most reactions anyways and a lot of checks aren't
made in combat.
Bleed Out costs 2d6, but deals a constant 2d6 unless they spend an action or
magically heal...making it better than 4d6 at least.
Otherwise it's a fun and cool concept.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] mageboi 1 point 27 days ago

amazing homebrew aside, anyone else see MF Doom on the 3rd page?
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Admirable_Ask_5337 1 point 27 days ago
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These all feel a little to powerful for being completely at will. Maneuvers are limited to
4-8 times per day, yet you can do som really nasty shit for only 1-3 sneak die every
round. I love this a base concept though.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Z_h_darkstar 1 point 27 days ago
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One little potential balancing oversight that I would add for the sake of clarification is
that expended dice are removed from the Sneak Attack dice before the number of dice
are doubled for a critical hit. Otherwise, you are effectively halving the cost of a
debilitation on a crit.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] No-Permission-4671 2 points 27 days ago

Not really? It specifies the dice are expended before damage is even rolled. A crit,
regardless of which you choose, only doubles rolled damage.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] 4TT4cK-T1T4n 1 point 27 days ago

How did you make everything blue and how did you make the bottom banner different?
I love the unique formatting!
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] yazzieADAM 1 point 27 days ago

I love these as options, what a cool mechanic, thanks for working on these ;)
One critique: Silencing strike should cost more sneak attack dice, and also have a
higher lvl pre-requisite, it is a powerful effect....should cost much more than 1d6 ;)
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] DerzhuzadDM 1 point 27 days ago

Concuss, "The target must SUCCEED on a Wisdom saving throw". Current wording is
unclear of what I am assuming was your intent.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] No-Permission-4671 2 points 27 days ago

Subconsciously I see make and succeed the same way now, but I understand
where you can get confused
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] windwolf777 1 point 27 days ago
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Silencing strike, I might also add, 'or use any features that require vocalization.' For
things like a Harpie or Siren, or like a battlemaster inspiring strike maneuver. Or do you
think that being implied is good enough?
Concuss I don't really understand why this is a Wisdom Save. I personally think it might
be better as a con save? Seeming as you're rattling the brain and not really doing
anything magical to it seemingly......(then again, that might be why it can affect undead,
creatures without brains ((oozes....), so Wis might be fair, I might choose a different
name for it like Dazed maybe?) (I do see Dazed as the next name though so not sure)
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HOLY SHIT I LOVE THE IDEA OF ARCHETYPE SPECIFIC STRIKES HOLY CRAP!!
Scout Outmaneuver holy shit that is awesome and actually quite powerful. It's really
unique and I freaking love this one. Also, for blindside, do they get a save or just
automatically knocked prone?
Soulknife Unravel Soul, would that also remove the boost of items, say, a Ring of
Protection AC or would static increases apply to the new AC? And Rend Soul, holy
fuck that is amazing! However, if their int is still there I don't really see how that would
prevent them from using magic items or the like however, "It's mind magic" applies so I
understand lol.
Thief Slash and Swipe is so cool and I love it. Does the creature realize you stole
something or would it only realize that it was gone upon trying to find the item? Can
you target something in the creature's hand? Because I just imagine using this on a
Caster's Arcane Foci and just having that wreck havoc on them and I love that idea
All in all, I 100% love love LOVE this idea. Thanks for posting them
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] RepeatReal6568 1 point 27 days ago

These are fantastic
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Overdrive2000 1 point 27 days ago

I'd love to just give this to my rogue, but right now there are still some balancing
concerns. Will you be iterating on this based on the feedback you get?
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] nomiddlename303

[S] 1 point 26 days ago

Sure, go for it! I probably will iterate on it in the future, so feedback is appreciated!
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
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[–] Drakkonus 1 point 23 days ago

Make this into its own subclass. Like a Rogue version of the Battemaster Fighter.
Workshopping Roguish Archetypes names real quick I came up with: Tactician,
Cutthroat, Manhunter, Thug. You get the idea.
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